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Bringing Hard Real-Time to ROS 2 

with RedHawk Linux 
 

Overview 
 

ROS 2 is a set of software libraries and 
tools that makes it easy to create 
compelling robotic solutions across a wide 
variety of application domains. It provides a 
modular and scalable approach to robot 
and autonomous system development, 
which is important as these systems 
become more complex and capable. ROS 
2 also enables reduced development time 
and cost, increased code reusability and 
improved software quality. 

Concurrent Real-Time's RedHawk™ Linux® provides the capability for running ROS 2 in 
a hard real-time environment with extremely low latency, guaranteeing real-time 
performance for mission-critical ROS 2 applications. Concurrent’s NightStar™ tools allow 
for advanced monitoring, tracing and tuning ROS 2 applications to ensure real-time 
response times of ROS 2 applications. 

This paper provides details for installing and running ROS 2 Humble Hawksbill under the 
RedHawk Linux 8.4 real-time kernel, and how to use Concurrent Real-Time tools to 
increase the real-time performance of ROS 2 applications. Real-time performance 
benchmarks of executing ROS Pendulum Control demo on Ubuntu and RedHawk 
Linux are also presented. 
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Installation 
At the time of the writing of this paper, the Debian packages for ROS 2 Humble Hawksbill are not 
available on Ubuntu 20.04 so the packages must be built from source. Furthermore, the custom 
patches used in this paper require ROS 2 to be built from source. Perform the following steps to 
download, build and install the ROS 2 Humble Hawksbill release onto a RedHawk 8.4 system: 

 
1. Enable Ubuntu Universe repository 

Add the ROS 2 apt repository to your system. First ensure that the Ubuntu  
Universe repository is enabled. Issue the following command to check if it is enabled: 

 
apt-cache policy | grep focal/universe 

 
After execution, you should see the following output like the one below: 

 
500 http://us.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu focal/universe amd64 Packages 

 
If you do not see an output line like the one above, then you must issue the following commands  
to enable the Universe repository: 

 
sudo apt install software-properties-common  
 
sudo add-apt-repository universe 

 
2. Add the ROS 2 apt repository  

First authorize the GPG key with apt: 

sudo apt update && sudo apt install curl gnupg lsb-release  

sudo curl -sSL \ 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ros/rosdistro/master/ros.key -o /usr/share/keyrings/ros-\ 
archive-keyring.gpg 
 

Then add the repository to your sources list: 
 

echo "deb [arch=$(dpkg --print-architecture) signed-by=/usr/share/keyrings/ros-archive-\ 
keyring.gpg] http://packages.ros.org/ros2/ubuntu $(source /etc/os-release && echo \ 
$UBUNTU_CODENAME) main" | sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/ros2.list > /dev/null 

http://us.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu
http://packages.ros.org/ros2/ubuntu
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3. Install development and ROS tools 
Issue the following commands to install the required tools for building ROS 2: 

sudo apt update && sudo apt install -y \ 
  build-essential \ 
  cmake \ 
  git \ 
  python3-colcon-common-extensions \ 
  python3-flake8 \ 
  python3-pip \ 
  python3-pytest-cov \ 
  python3-rosdep \ 
  python3-setuptools \ 
  python3-vcstool \ 
  wget 
# install some pip packages needed for testing 
python3 -m pip install -U \ 
  flake8-blind-except \ 
  flake8-builtins \ 
  flake8-class-newline \ 
  flake8-comprehensions \ 
  flake8-deprecated \ 
  flake8-docstrings \ 
  flake8-import-order \ 
  flake8-quotes \ 
  pytest-repeat \ 
  pytest-rerunfailures \ 
  pytest \ 
  setuptools 

 
4. Download ROS 2 source code 

First, create a workspace and change to the directory: 

mkdir -p ~/ros2_humble/src 
cd ~/ros2_humble 
 

While in the newly created directory, issue the following commands to download the ROS 2  
source code: 

wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ros2/ros2/humble/ros2.repos 
vcs import src < ros2.repos 
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5. Install dependencies 
Make sure the system is up to date before continuing by running the following command: 

sudo apt upgrade 

Since RedHawk Linux does not identify itself as Ubuntu to the system, issue the following  
command to force ROS to recognize the system as Ubuntu Focal Fossa: 

export ROS_OS_OVERRIDE="ubuntu:20.04:focal" 

While still in the workspace directory, issue the following commands to install the dependencies: 

sudo rosdep init 
rosdep update 
rosdep install --from-paths src --ignore-src -y --skip-keys \ 
"fastcdr rti-connext-dds-6.0.1 urdfdom_headers" 
 

6. Build the ROS 2 source code 
While still in workspace directory, issue the following command to build the source code for ROS 2: 

colcon build --symlink-install 

This should take approximately ten minutes to complete. 

NOTE  

The rest of this document will refer to ROS 2 Humble Hawksbill simply as ROS for brevity. 

 

Activation 
 
Interacting with ROS software requires users to first define several environment variables, and this  
can be accomplished with the following command: 
 

 source ~/ros2_humble/install/local_setup.bash 

The above command can be invoked interactively as needed, or it can be appended to a user’s 
~/.bashrc file to have these variables automatically defined upon user login. 
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Exploration 
 

To verify that ROS has been installed and configured correctly, users can experiment with the included 
nodes demo. Nodes are the basic building blocks in ROS and are responsible for an individual 
module’s purpose. Nodes can communicate with each other using topics, services, actions, or 
parameters. To launch the nodes demo, source the setup file as demonstrated in the Activation 
section above and then issue the following command to run the C++ talker program: 

ros2 run demo_nodes_cpp talker 

While the talker process is running, a series of “Hello World” messages are published to the output.  
In another terminal with the talker process still running, source the setup file and issue the following 
command to run the Python listener program: 

ros2 run demo_nodes_py listener 

The listener process while it is running will also output a series of messages as it is receiving the 
“Hello World” message from the talker process. This verifies that both the C++ and Python APIs are 
working properly. To view the current running nodes, issue the following command in another terminal: 

ros2 node list 

The output will show that two nodes exist while the demo is running: one named talker and another 
one named listener. It is possible to publish custom messages to listener using topics. With the listener 
process still running, issue the following command: 

ros2 topic pub --once chatter std_msgs/msg/String "{data: 'Test'}" 

The listener process should then output that it received the message “Test”.   
 

Benchmarking 
 

 
ROS includes a pendulum control demo to measure the performance of ROS in real-time systems. 
This demo simulates an inverted pendulum constantly being balanced upright by the controller by 
adjusting the horizontal force at the base of the pendulum. If the controller is blocked for an 
unexpectedly long time, the pendulum would fall or become unstable. The objective of the demo is  
for the controller to successfully react to sensor data to balance the pendulum. The system used for  
all benchmarking in this paper was a Supermicro X12DPi motherboard, with two 8-core Intel Xeon 
Gold 5315Y processors running at 3.2 GHz, and with 64 GB of RAM. 
 
To run the pendulum control demo, source the setup file and issue the following command: 

 
pendulum_launch.bash 
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When run as a non-root user, the demo will output the first four lines shown below before continuing 
normal operation: 
 

Couldn't set scheduling priority and policy: Operation not permitted 
mlockall failed: Cannot allocate memory 
Couldn't lock all cached virtual memory. 
Pagefaults from reading pages not yet mapped into RAM will be recorded. 
 

The pendulum demo attempts to lock its real-time process in memory in order to avoid page faults.  
Page faults typically result in non-deterministic application run time and decreased system  
performance. Without the proper permissions, the pendulum demo’s performance will drastically 
decrease, and numerous page faults messages may be displayed on the output as shown below: 
 

Commanded motor angle: 2.000000 
Actual motor angle: 0.000000 
Current latency: 29059 ns 
Mean latency: 37247.864991 ns 
Min latency: 4429 ns 
Max latency: 119455 ns 
Minor pagefaults during execution: 3 
Major pagefaults during execution: 0 
 

The next section will walk through on how to enable certain permissions to reduce or eliminate the 
page faults errors from the pendulum demo. 
 

Setting up Demo 
 
Running the pendulum demo as a non-root user requires setting up permissions in order to run the  
demo with the ideal real-time settings. RedHawk provides a capability plugin that can automatically  
grant individual users additional capabilities upon login. For more details on this extension, read the 
pam_capability(8) and capability.conf(5) man pages by issuing the following commands: 
 

export MANPATH=/usr/ccur/man 
man pam_capability  
man capability.conf 

Follow the below instructions to enable the proper permissions for a user: 
 
1. Adjust permissions for memory locking 

Give the user proper permissions to lock by modifying the following configuration file as the  
root user: /etc/security/limits.conf.  
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Add the following line to the file: 

<your username>    -   memlock   -1 

2. Assign extra capability to user 
Edit the /etc/security/capability.conf file as the root user and add the following lines to the end  
of the file: 

role demouser cap_sys_nice 
user <your username> demouser 

3. Activate the capability plugin upon login 
Edit the /etc/pam.d/sshd file as the root user and add the following line after the last session 
entry: 

session required /lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/security/pam_capability.so 

4. Verify new permissions and capabilities 
Verify that the proper permissions and capabilities were configured correctly. Logout of the  
system and ssh back into the system as the user that was given the permissions. Verify that the  
user has the proper permissions for memory locking with the following command: 

ulimit -l 

You will see the following output: 

unlimited 

Next, verify that the capability plugin was properly configured with the following command: 

getpcaps $$ 

You will see an output similar to the following: 

272978: = cap_sys_nice+eip 
 

Redhawk Optimized Performance 
 
RedHawk provides features to gain better performance from running processes. RedHawk shielding, 
process binding and priority boosting can be used to improve the real-time performance of the  
pendulum demo. 
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Perform the following steps to enable these features for best possible real-time performance of the 
pendulum demo: 
 
5. Isolating one CPU core for real-time activity 

If a system has more than one CPU socket, it is recommended to shield a whole socket to ensure 
best possible real-time performance. Since all cores on the same CPU socket share the same L3 
cache, it is possible to keep the L3 cache clean by shielding all cores on the same socket. The 
system used for this paper has two eight core Intel® Xeon® processors for a total of sixteen cores. 
RedHawk provides the shield program to easily allow isolating cores. For more details on this 
program, read the shield(1) man page by issuing the following command: 
 

man shield 
 
Bringing down a whole socket and shielding all cores on a single non-uniform memory access 
(NUMA) node allows for running the pendulum demo on a single core that is completely isolated 
from other applications. To bring down the first socket and shield all cores on the first NUMA 
node, issue the following command: 

 
shield -m 1 -a n0 

  
Verify all cores on the first socket have been fully shielded by issuing the shield command again  
with no options. Since we have 16 CPU cores, we see the following output: 
 

    CPUID      irqs      ltmrs     procs    mem 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
         0        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         1        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         2       yes       yes       yes       yes 
         3        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         4       yes       yes       yes       yes 
         5        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         6        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         7        yes       yes       yes       yes 
         8          no         no        no        no 
         9         no         no        no        no 
        10          no         no        no        no 
        11         no         no        no        no 
        12          no         no        no        no 
        13          no         no        no        no 
        14          no         no        no        no 
        15           no         no        no        no 

The pendulum demo can now be run on any CPU core in the first socket with real-time isolation. 
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6. Bind the pendulum demo to a shielded core and boost priority 
Modify the demo launch script to ensure the pendulum demo will run on a shielded core. First 
make a copy of the demo launch script by executing the following command: 

 
cp ~/ros2_humble/install/pendulum_control/bin/pendulum_launch.bash ~/demo.bash 

Edit the demo.bash script and change this line: 

pendulum_demo -i 0 & 

to this line: 

run -b 7 -s fifo -P90 pendulum_demo -i 0 -tp 90 & 

This change will bind the pendulum demo program exclusively to CPU core 7 and have it run 
with a real-time priority of 90 utilizing the SCHED_FIFO scheduling class. You may need to adjust 
which CPU core the demo is bound to depending on the cores you shielded in the previous step. 

7. Run the pendulum demo 
Finally invoke the modified pendulum launch script as follows: 

. ~/demo.bash 

It will take the script approximately five hours to fully complete, but you may stop it at any time. 
While the script is running issue the following command in a different terminal: 

run -n pendulum_demo 

You will see output like the following displayed: 

  Pid         Tid        Bias       Actual   CPU  Policy    Pri    Nice        Name 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13815   13815   0x0080   0x0080     7       rr        98      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13829   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13830   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13831   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13832   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13833   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13834   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13835   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13836   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13837   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13838   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
13815   13839   0x0080   0x0080     7       fifo      90      0      pendulum_demo 
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This output shows that all threads of the demo are now running on CPU core 7 with a boosted  
real-time priority. A visualization of the pendulum demos is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Visualization of the inverted pendulum demo. 

 

Performance Analysis 
 

Two different instances of the pendulum launch script were tested: one on Ubuntu 20.04 with a stock 
Ubuntu kernel and the other one on RedHawk 8.4 and the real-time performance was analyzed. The 
RedHawk instance was tuned using RedHawk shielding, process binding, and priority boosting for 
optimal real-time performance. 

 
Unpredictable latency spikes resulted in the system being unable to keep its average latency 
consistently close to its best-case latency when running the pendulum demo on the stock Ubuntu  
kernel as shown in Figure 2. In addition, Ubuntu’s worst-case latency reached to about 3500 
microseconds. Figure 3 shows RedHawk performed much better than Ubuntu, with the system being 
able to successfully keep its average latency much closer to its best case. It is also observed that 
RedHawk had no large latency spikes, unlike Ubuntu which had unpredictable spikes. In addition, 
RedHawks worst-case latency outperformed Ubuntu’s by over 3,450 microseconds. 
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Figure 2: Performance graph of the pendulum launch script running on Ubuntu 20.04. 
Max: 3,522,170 ns, Min: 4,618 ns, Mean: 54,100 ns. 

 

 
Figure 3: Performance graph of the pendulum launch script running on RedHawk 8.4 with real-time 
optimizations. The environment was optimized using RedHawk shielding, process binding, priority 
boosting, and FIFO scheduler class. 
Max: 51,224 ns, Min: 1,592 ns, Mean: 2,232 ns. 
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ROS 2 Patches 
 

When running the pendulum demo, it is observed that the latency of the first iteration is much higher 
than the rest of the iterations. This outlier is caused by the demo not being loaded into cache. In  
some cases, the initial cache misses of a program when it first starts up can be ignored. Concurrent 
Real-Time provides a custom patch for the pendulum demo that adds the ability to clear the current 
statistics while the demo is running. In addition, the patch also improves the initial performance of  
the pendulum demo when it first starts up. Follow the instructions below to install the patch: 
 

1. Download the repository 
Execute the following commands to download the repository: 

cd ~ 
git clone https://github.com/concurrentreal-time/ros2_patches.git 

2.      Run the install script 
The repository provides an install script that makes installing the patches very easy.  
With ROS source, execute the following commands to run the install script: 

cd ros2_patches 
. install.sh 

Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the installation. 

3.      Verify the patches were installed 
Verify the patches are successfully installed by running the following command: 

pendulum_teleop -h 

Successful implementation of the patches will result in the following output: 

Usage: pendulum_teleop [options] [<angle>] 
 

options: 
      -h    Show this screen. 
     -c    Clear all statistics. 

For more information on the provided patch, see the README at 
https://github.com/concurrentreal-time/ros2_patches#readme 

 

https://github.com/concurrentreal-time/ros2_patches.git
https://github.com/concurrentreal-time/ros2_patches#readme
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 4.  Editing the demo to use new patch features 
Modify the demo launch script to utilize the clear statistics feature of the patch. Copy the 
launch script to file in the home directory with the following command: 

cp ~/ros2_humble/install/pendulum_control/bin/pendulum_launch.bash \ 
~/demo.bash 

Edit the demo.bash script, and look for the following line: 

pendulum_demo -i 0 & 

Directly under this line, add the following lines: 

sleep 3s 
pendulum_teleop -c & 

This change will cause the pendulum launch script to clear the running statistics after  
the pendulum_demo is initially started. To run the modified script, execute the following 
command: 

. ~/demo.bash 

After about three seconds of the pendulum demo running, you should see the statistics  
get cleared. 

Optimized Performance Analysis 
 
To compare the performance gain of the patches for the pendulum demo, the same tests that were  
run in the Initial Performance Analysis were also run with the patches applied. Since the  
worst-case latency for RedHawk’s pendulum demo test in the Initial Performance Analysis was 
generated in the first iteration, it is expected that the patched demo’s worst-case latency will be  
greatly reduced for the RedHawk environment. The results of these tests can be seen in Figure 4  
and Figure 5 below. 
 
The patched pendulum demo greatly helped reduce the worst-case latency for both RedHawk and 
Ubuntu environments. Ubuntu had a worst case of 420 microseconds, outperforming the unpatched 
version by over 3,080 microseconds as shown in Figure 4. RedHawk experienced a worst-case 
latency of 1.45 microseconds, which was a 40.55 microsecond improvement over its unpatched 
counterpart as shown Figure 5. In addition, RedHawk was able to keep its average latency much 
closer to its best-case, with its average latency only being 0.2 microseconds off its best-case. 
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Figure 4: Performance graph of the modified pendulum launch script using the patched pendulum demo 
running on Ubuntu 20.04. 
Max: 419,933 ns, Min: 4,814 ns, Mean: 55,912 ns. 

 
Figure 5: Performance graph of the modified pendulum launch script using the patched pendulum demo 
running on RedHawk 8.4 with real-time optimizations. The environment was optimized using RedHawk 
shielding, process binding, priority boosting, and FIFO scheduler class. 
Max: 14,496 ns, Min: 1,568 ns, Mean: 1,783 ns. 
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Summary 
 
The ROS pendulum demo achieves significantly improved real-time performance when utilizing 
RedHawk’s real-time features; however, it was observed that the pendulum demo performs blocking 
calls during its first iteration that causes a substantial outlier which greatly reduces the accuracy of  
the overall data. It is hoped that future versions of the pendulum demo will remove these blocking  
calls and reduce the number of memory pages required to be locked down so that the worst-case 
latencies measured by the demo will be further reduced. 
 
RedHawk’s compatibility with Ubuntu makes it easy to migrate existing ROS applications to RedHawk 
Linux and achieve guaranteed real-time performance for timing-sensitive operations. RedHawk Linux 
is widely used in the Aerospace and Defense and maintains a high degree of compliance with security 
protocols recommended by the Department of Defense, the National Security Agency and the National 
Institute for Standards and Technology. This high degree of compliance allows RedHawk to meet the 
strictest requirements of government agencies and their third-party vendors.  
 
RedHawk is fully compatible with Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® (RHEL) Software which maintains 
Common Criteria standards (EAL3 and EAL4) and FIPS security certifications. While RHEL 
certifications are not automatically inherited by RedHawk, its close compatibility with RHEL enables 
RedHawk to be certified to the same standards. Please visit concurrent-rt.com to learn more. 
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